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lack the courage to come to terms with the noth
ingness of our existence and the need to choose
and create our own destiny
A Jungian psychologist EvaMetman has made
a similar interpretation remarking Godot s
function seems to be to keep his dependent
unconscious
Habit is a great deadener says Vladimir
If Beckett s play enables the audience to escape
the drug of habit and to face this image of anguish
and so find some relief then it may have the
therapeutic value of that inner knowledge advo
cated by Freud and Jung
It is not a play for those who cannot bear to
suffer When performed in San Francisco Gaol
the first play there for forty four years it held its
audience of fourteen hundred convicts spell
bound They realised that each must find hii
own personal message All knew that it spoke to
those who must suffer ind wait
Endgame     1958    F
Also re created from the French this play again
depicts a static situation In a single claustro
phobic room the selfish materialistic Hamm
who keeps his senile and legless parents in dust
bins is now paralysed and blind and dependent
on his servant Clov who longs to leave him
But if Clov should leave both would die for
Fa™™ owns the only store of food ma devastated
and dead world Finally Clov sees outside -what
may be a small boy i potential procreator and
he prepares for departure but remains immobile
The play like poetry can be interpreted in se~v eral
ways Since Hamm and Clov are mutually
dependent it probably represents tension between
complementary aspects of personality Hamm
sensation and emotion, and Clov intellect As
Clov has vision and sees the boy the situation
suggests the struggle of the mystic endeavouring
to escape from a deadening materialism to a vital
awakening of the spirit It may also depict a
period of traumatic depression when the whole
external world seems dead and unreal The plays
overall impression is that of the dissolution of the
personality in death both personal and global
Endgame lacks the wry humour of Waiting for
Godot and is less compelling than lonesco s Etnt
the e.ii g but is more potent in its latent imagery
than is lonesco s play
Erapy s Last Tave    1958    F
In the briefest sketch Krapp a solitary de
crepit unsuccessful old man listens to his own
autobiographical tape recording- of thirty years
ago but the moment of miraculous insight it
commemorates is now so meaningless to him that
he switches off that section of the recording and
broods on a description of his love making
Beckett employs a most effective stage device
to pose contemporary queries as to the limitations
of verbal communication and the continuity of
personal identity
Sawn Day*    1962    F
Here again the paralysis of later life is indicated
A -woman talks ceaselessly although progressively
buried in a mound of earth until it reaches her neck
Beckett s two    Mimeplars without Words
axe In striking contrast to the plays hi that all is
conveyed in symbolic wordless acton
Brendan Behan (1023-64),
Behan a Dubliner uses personal experiences as
substance for two unusual plays considerably
unproved by Joan Xittlewood (3 •» ) Lacking
structure and depth of characterisation they are
impressionistic lively and voluble and Behan s
strong social convictions presented in comic terms
are fully integrated
The Quare Fellow    1956    M
The play was an effective plea for the abolition
of capital punishment Its claustrophobic scene
is an Irish gaol during the twenty four hours
preceding the execution at 8 a m of the ware
fellow a brutal fratricide The murderer is
never seen and the sombre theme is presented
 obliquely masked by the harsh irony of prison
jests and the alternation of farcical and macabre
incidents as the unnerving effects of impending
death is shown on prisoners and warders <U
though the play has little plot its structure was
tautened by Join Littlewood who Jso had to
treble the length
The film version is a distortion
Tlie Hostage    195S    M
Again the basic situation is waiting for an
execution JChe scene is a Dublin brothel Here
Irish patriots bring j oung La=Ue captured Cock
ne> soldier as hostage for an Irish political
prisoner m Belfast who is to be executed nest
morning
There is touching pathos as a little Irish m id
tries to save Leslie neither of these orphans realis
tog what the strife is about but m a raid on the
house Leslie is shot The mood is not consistent
for here the comedy is supplied by i host of
irrelevant characters and the action is constantly
held up by satirical songs and some mediocre
backehat This pseudo Brechtian trimming dc
tracts from the growing sense of alarm as Leslie
gradually realises his fate But the play do s
succeed in making the business of war seem e
tremely childish
Robert Bolt (b 1924)
Bolt has recently said    I do like plays in which
the people have ideas as well as predicaments
and he is one of the few dramatists who have
scored West End successes with the play of ideas
He holds the balance of discussion so fairly that
only m the outcome is it clear that he himself is
committed    His earlier work represented by 2V
FloiLenng Cherry (1957) with Palph Eichardscm
was in the realistic convention but more recentlj
he has experimented with other dramatic tech
niques   owing something to Brecht and to th
Theatre of Crueltj and of the Absurd
The Tiger and the Hor*e    1900
This play takes its title from Blake s The
Tygers of wrath are wiser than the horses of
instruction It is concerned with the inadequacy
of detachment, the philosophy held by Jack Dean
(Michael Redgrave) the Master of an Oxbridge
college the well balanced man who represents
Blake s horse, while his wife Gwen. the
tiger passionately concerned for the worlds
suffering shows signs of neurosis The action
revolves round her wish to sign a petition for un
conditional nuclear disarmament and Dean
eventually to save her from mental breakdown
bravely identifies himself with her and the cause
thereby deserting his philosophy and his career
In its outcome the play stresses the value of
social idealism, stifled as it may be by philosophic
detachment pnd the pressures of conformity It
is typical of Bolt s dialectic that this value should
be upheld by the disturbed Gwen and by lou.s
an oddly irresponsible young man.
Bolt departs from the realistic style by trying
to make his characters larger than life In being
unusually articulate about what they stand for
A Man for All Seasons    I960    P
Here Bolt attempts to give hia characters
heroic dimensions by striking back into history
Believing that our need today is a sense of
personal individuality or selfhood he choose?
as his hero of selfhood Sir Thomas More
Bolt consciously uses the dramatist s privilege to
adapt history to his own purpose for the theon
of conscience accepted by More was not subjective
and existentialist but identical with that of
Thomas Aquinas Hence some toconstetency in
his portrayal
More was described by one of Ma contempor
aries as a man for all seasons M and Bolt presents
More {ScofleldJ as not only flexibly adjusted to
Eenaissance society but also preserving an famer
«ore of unassailable integrity Suspected of a
critical attitude to Henry VHTs divorce he used
his skill to the thickets of the tew ret resolu
tely refused to swear the oath to the Act of
Succession that would have released mm from the

